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Abstract. Bitcoin is a social movement in the financial industry. It came into 
existence at a time when investors were looking for an alternative system for 
the traditional financial institutions. They wanted a system, which offers high 
transparency, low transaction fee, and high returns on their investment. Bitcoin 
is a decentralized system, which reveals all the transactions to the investors, 
providing a high degree of transparency. It operates without a centralized 
authority, so the transaction fee will be lower than the traditional financial 
institutions. The value of the Bitcoin can increase over a period and investors 
can expect high returns on their investment. As the market for the Bitcoin 
expanded, Bitcoin exchanges were formed, where investors can trade the fiat 
currencies for Bitcoins and vice versa.  They became targets for the cyber 
criminals and lost bitcoins worth of millions of dollars in cyber-attacks, 
diminishing the value of Bitcoin. There is a lack of transparency in disclosing 
the details of the cyber-attacks to their customers by the exchanges.  Bitcoin is 
failing to provide a solution for these issues and is operating like a traditional 
financial institution. In this paper, we will discuss how Bitcoin is a social 
movement using framing theory, examine various kinds of cyber-attacks that 
occurred on Bitcoin exchanges, their impact on Bitcoin, and make suggestions 
for the Bitcoin community to continue as a social movement in the financial 
industry. 
Keywords: Bitcoin exchange, Social movement, Framing Theory, Cyber-
attacks. 
1   Introduction  
In the year 2008, the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the fourth largest investment 
banker in the United States, created a trust deficit among the investors on traditional 
financial institutions [1]. Traditional financial institutions are very centralized and 
often lacked transparency in the way they operated. They charge their customers with 
high transaction fee and provide very low interest rate on their savings.  Investors felt 
that it is risky to invest their savings in these institutions. They rather wanted a 
decentralized system with high transparency. A system that offers low transaction fee 
and high returns on their investment.  
Two months after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in October 2008, a paper was 
published on metzdowd.com, Cryptography Mailing list titled as “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-
Peer Electronic Cash System”. The first line of the abstract of the paper says, “A 
purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent 
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directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution” [2].  
The idea of transferring money without involving a financial institution captured the 
minds of the investors, who are looking for an alternative system to invest their 
savings.  
Bitcoin is an open source cryptocurrency system, which operates without a 
centralized authority.  All the investors who use Bitcoin are pseudonymous and the 
security of Bitcoin comes from the underlying mechanism called the Blockchain 
Technology.  Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed database where all the 
transactions are recorded in a ledger. Blockchain stores the information across a 
network of personal computers called as nodes. When a transaction occurs, all the 
nodes in the system are notified and process it. Every node in the network can access 
the information and process the transactions. No single node in the system can 
manipulate the data because all the other nodes have access to correct information [3].  
All the Bitcoin transactions are stored in blocks. The hash value for each block is 
calculated from transactions saved in the block and the hash value of the previous 
block. The calculated hash value is passed on the next block and a chain is formed 
among the blocks. The next legitimate block to enter the blockchain is decided 
through a process called as the consensus mechanism. Bitcoin follows as consensus 
mechanism called as Proof of Work (PoW). All the nodes in the consensus 
mechanism try to solve a computational puzzle and whoever solves it first will get an 
opportunity to put the next block on to the blockchain. The process of solving a 
computation puzzle to put the transactions of an unconfirmed block to the Bitcoin 
blockchain is called as mining. A group of participating nodes, who use their 
computation power to solve the problem is called as miners [3]. Miners are rewarded 
with Bitcoins for solving the computational puzzle. An alternative to Proof of Work 
(PoW), is another procedure called Proof of Stake (PoS), where nodes with the higher 
amount of stakes in the system will get a chance to decide the next block. 
A Bitcoin exchange is a place where you can buy and sell your bitcoins using fiat 
currencies. Sometimes, these exchanges act like banks where they offer some fixed 
interest on the savings of the customers, while they use the savings of their customers 
in Bitcoin trading. Few of the well-known Bitcoin exchanges are Bitstamp, Kraken, 
Coinbase, etc. [3] Over a period, Bitcoin exchanges became pseudo-central authorities 
between the Bitcoin and investors. Firstly, Bitcoin exchanges charge their customers 
some amount of money as a nominal fee for their services. This increased the 
transaction cost of buying and selling Bitcoins.  Secondly, they became potential 
targets for the cyber criminals and several cyber-attacks were launched on these 
Bitcoin exchanges. Over one-third of the money in the Bitcoin system was lost due to 
the cyber-attacks [4]. If the cyber-attack occurs on any one exchange, it not only 
incurs losses to the customers of that exchange but also diminishes the value of 
Bitcoin. Most of the exchanges are not transparency enough in disclosing the amount 
of money stolen during the cyber-attacks to their customers.  
Bitcoin is a social movement in the financial industry. It promised the investors 
with high transparency, low transaction fee and high returns on their investment. 
However, the Bitcoin exchanges are compromising all the three features of Bitcoin 
that distinguished them from the traditional financial institutions. The research 
question is how cyber-attacks pose a threat to Bitcoin as a social movement and what 
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are the steps that the Bitcoin community need to take to continue as a social 
movement. 
In this paper, we provide an overview on some of the existing literature related to 
the social movements and cyber-attacks. In the following section, we will discuss the 
framing theory on social movements and explain it in the context of Bitcoin. Then, we 
will discuss our research methodology and explain why we used an inductive content 
analysis approach for our research. In the research findings section, we will present 
the classification of cyber-attacks on Bitcoin and the response types used by 
exchanges to overcome them. We will explain how the value of Bitcoin diminishes 
due to these cyber-attacks. Later, we will discuss how Bitcoin exchanges disclose the 
details of the cyber-attack to their customers. Finally, we will talk about the high 
transaction fee collected by the exchanges for their services from their customers. In 
the following section, we will make some suggestions for the Bitcoin community to 
deal with the issues discussed in our research findings section. Finally, we conclude 
our paper by summarizing the issues in the research findings and the suggestions 
made to resolve those issues. 
2   Key Concepts 
A social movement can be defined as a set of beliefs and opinions of a certain 
segment of the population, which represents a change in some elements of the social 
structure. [5]. The results of a successful social movement will affect the whole 
society. One essential component of social movement is the Social Movement 
Organization. Social Movement Organizations (SMOs) are formal organizations that 
play a significant role in mobilizing and maintaining long-term support for 
movements that aims to restructure and change societies, industries and/or individuals 
[6]. Usually, these SMOs have a structure, rules, authority and a clear line of 
communication. They carry out the tasks and activities required for the survival and 
success of the social movement.  
Any action that violates the security of the system and that needs to be prevented 
are called as Cyber-attacks  [7]. A Denial of Service (DoS) attack can be described as 
an attack designed to render a computer or network incapable of providing normal 
services [8]. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack occurs when an attacker 
launches the DoS attack from multiple compromised systems to target a single 
system. We use these concepts from the existing literature for the classification of the 
cyber-attacks. 
3   Theoretical Background 
Frames help to render a meaning to the events or occurrences and function to organize 
an experience and guide people’s action [9]. Framing refers to the process by which 
people develop an understanding of an issue and realign their thinking on it. A 
definition of framing originates from the expectancy-value theory of an individual’s 
attitude. An attitude towards an object is the weighted sum of beliefs towards that 
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object. Attitude = vi ∗ wi, where vi is the evaluation of the object on attribute i, and wi 
is the salience weight (wi = 1) associated with that attribute. For example, take the 
concept of industrialization, an individual’s attitude towards industrialization could be 
a combination of both positive and negative evaluations. An individual may believe 
that the industrialization will help the economy (i=1) but harm the environment (i=2). 
Assuming this individual place, a positive value on the economy and a negative value 
on the environment, then v1 is positive and v2 is negative, and his attitude towards 
industrialization will depend on the relative magnitudes of v1 and v2 discounted by the 
relative weights (w1 and w2) assigned to each attribute [10].  
In conventional expectancy-value theory, an attitude is an idealized conception of 
the summary of beliefs that an individual hold on a subject. However, in practice, 
individuals have vague ideas or notions about the subject without having an overall 
evaluation. Framing will allow individuals to realign their attitude towards a subject. 
Frames affect the attitudes and behaviors of their audiences. This process is typically 
called as framing effect [10].   
Framing theory assumes that an issue can be viewed from a variety of perspectives 
and can be constructed as implications for multiple values or considerations. The 
resultant multiple views of the framing are called as “Collective Action Frames”. 
Collective action frames also perform an interpretive function and project the reality 
in such a way to mobilize potential adherents and to gather bystander support [9]. 
Collective Action Frames are action-oriented sets of beliefs and meanings that are 
directed to inspire the operations and the campaigns of the social movement 
organizations [11]. “Collective Action Frames are not just the mere aggregations of 
individual attitudes and perceptions but also the outcome of negotiating shared 
meaning.” [12] 
Collective Action Frames are constructed in such a way that the adherents of the 
social movement have a shared understanding of a problematic situation in the society 
that needs a change, provide an alternative solution to address the problem and urge 
investors in the society to act in concrete to affect change. Snow & Benford classified 
the collective action frames as diagnostic framing, prognostic framing, and 
motivational framing [11]. Diagnostic Framing is also known as Injustice framing. 
Injustice Frames are very ubiquitous across a variety of types of social movements. It 
is related to problem identification and attribution. It frames that certain event or 
occurrence as problematic and it requires diagnosis. The agenda of the diagnostic 
framing of the social movements is to identify the victims, amplify their 
victimization, and assign the blame for the problem [13]. 
Prognostic Framing involves clearly stating the solution to the described problem 
with a strategy on how to execute the plan.  It proposes a plan of attack and the 
strategies for carrying out the plan. It addresses the Leninesque question of what 
needs to be done to resolve the problem. It also addresses the interrelated problems of 
consensus mobilization and action mobilization. Prognosis Framing happens in a 
multi-organizational field that consists of SMOs and their opponents, targets of 
influence, media, and bystanders [9].  
Motivational Framing calls for action to make things better by using vocabulary to 
motivate the investors [10]. It is a call for engaging the investors in the corrective 
action. In the study of US nuclear disarmament movement, vocabulary that creates a 
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sense of severity, urgency, efficacy, and propriety are used to motivate the activists, 
rank-and-file supporters, recruits, and others [9].  
3.1   Bitcoin from Framing theory perspective 
The collapse of the Lehman Brothers in 2008 was framed in such a way that it created 
a trust deficit among the investors on the traditional financial institutions. Bitcoin 
Exchanges, Users, and Media framed that traditional financial institutions lack 
transparency in the way they operate and convinced the investors that it is not a good 
option to invest their savings [14]. Being a centralized system, traditional financial 
institutions charge a high transaction fee for their services and offer low interest rates 
for savings. The problem (diagnosis framing) was framed as if the traditional financial 
institutions are lacking transparency, charging a higher transaction fee and offering a 
low interest rate on their investments. The solution (prognosis framing) for the 
problem is a financial system, which offers high transparency, low transaction fee and 
higher returns on the investment. 
Bitcoin features match the requirements of the solution for the perceived problem. 
Bitcoin Users, Exchanges, Digital Media, Social Media, Online Discussion Forums, 
and Blogs projected Bitcoin as motivational framing. Bitstamp, one of the leading 
exchanges of Bitcoin says on its website “Receiving bitcoins is free and sending 
bitcoins costs less than a penny” [15] and thereby framing Bitcoin as a low 
transaction fee system. HardBlock, an Australian exchange claims that the number of 
users of Bitcoin is expected to increase, which increases the demand for Bitcoin and 
ultimately increases the value of Bitcoin in future [16]. Bitcoin.org, the first registered 
website of Bitcoin, writes on its website, “Bitcoin works with an unprecedented level 
of transparency that most investors are not used to dealing with” [17]. They framed 
Bitcoin as an alternative, which satisfies the requirements of the solution. They 
motivated investors to use Bitcoin as an alternative solution for the traditional 
financial system. Investors strongly believed that Bitcoin offers a high degree of 
transparency, low transaction cost, and an increase in the value of their money over a 
period. 
4   Research Methodology 
The research methodology adopted for the current research is through an inductive 
content analysis. Content analysis is a systematic and objective means of describing 
and quantifying phenomena [18]. Currently, there is not enough literature on the 
cyber-attacks related Bitcoin and its impact on the value of the Bitcoin. Hence, we 
choose an inductive approach to the content analysis. Using content analysis, we can 
assign the text or content to fewer content-related categories.  Content analysis 
includes two types of contents, manifest content, and latent content. Manifest content 
refers to the observable content and the latent content refers to the hidden content on 
the websites.   During the analysis, we focus on both manifest content and the latent 
content. We use the manifest content to know the nature of cyber-attacks and the 
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responses that exchanges implemented. We use the latent content to examine how 
Bitcoin exchanges are not being transparent enough about the cyber-attack to their 
customers. We follow the conventional content analysis approach, as we did not use 
much of the preconceived knowledge for categorizing the cyber-attacks or response 
types [19]. Data analysis starts with reading all the data, converting the data into 
codes to capture the cyber-attack types and the response types, and then the codes are 
sorted into clusters forming categories.  
The authors of the blog postings describe the circumstances under which the cyber-
attack occurred. They explain the vulnerability in their systems and discuss how the 
attackers managed to exploit it. This information is very useful to classify the cyber-
attack into categories. Then, the authors write about the response that they have taken 
to get out of the situation, which helps us to understand the recovery procedure to be 
followed for a given cyber-attack. After studying several of these blog postings, we 
identify the kind of response types that are appropriate to various cyber-attacks.  
Later, we analysis the latent content of the posting related to the statements and press 
releases made by the exchanges after the cyber-attack to their customers. This data 
helps us to understand how certain exchanges are not very transparent about 
disclosing the details of the cyber-attack. 
Data is collected from several news articles and blog postings. It includes blogs 
such as BitCoinTalk, CoinDesk, CNBC, The Register etc. We selected these blogs 
and websites due to the reliability of the information posted on them. Data is 
crosschecked from multiple sources. All-important postings are collected from the 
blogs for analysis, identify the similarities among them, and then classify them into 
various kinds of the cyber-attacks and response types. Later, we collected the 
statements made by the exchanges about the cyber-attack to their customers. 
5   Research Findings 
From our research, we found out various kinds of cyber-attacks and the recovery 
measures that exchange have taken to eliminate these cyber-attacks. We will explain 
how the value of Bitcoin diminished due to cyber-attacks. Later, we will discuss how 
Bitcoin exchanges are not being transparent about disclosing the details of cyber-
attacks to their customers. Finally, we will talk about how the transaction fees are 
charged by the exchanges on their customers for their services. 
5.1   Classification of Cyber-Attacks 
Depending on the nature of the attack, we classified these attacks into three distinct 
categories as Code Bugs, User Errors, and DDoS Attack.  
Security Flaws in the code written for the wallet (Code Bugs): Majority of the 
attacks that occurred on Bitcoin exchanges are due to the code written for the access 
and security of the wallets.  Third-party software companies usually write the code. 
These companies did not have the required expertise to defend the cyber-attacks from 
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the cyber criminals. Examples of these companies are BitGo, Slock.it, Linode, 
Flexcoin, and Instawallet. 
For instance, Bitfinex teamed up with BitGo and created a multi-signature wallet 
whose keys are divided among a number of owners to mitigate the risk of giving them 
to one user.  But, BitGo server was hacked and the exchange lost $72 million. 
Flexicon programmers were unable to implement the concurrency property on the 
distributed system. Bitcoinica alleged a hack at the web hosting provider Lionde.  
User’s Mistakes (User Errors): The second major cause of the attacks on the Bitcoin 
is due to the user’s mistakes to implement the security measure on the wallet 
computer. Some of the users failed to follow the basic safety guidelines on the 
computers containing their wallet. Bitfloor lost quarter million dollars when the 
attacker accessed the unencrypted wallet backup key. Inputs.io email account was 
hacked, due to which the hosting server was compromised. Allinvain’s computer was 
attacked by some virus like Trojan horse, which could assess the encrypted wallet file. 
Distributed Denial of Service Attacks (DDoS Attack): DDoS Attacks on the 
exchanges are very frequent these days.  Though the attackers cannot steal Bitcoins 
through a DDoS attack, they can disrupt the services of the exchange and lower the 
value of the Bitcoin. Some attackers do it before purchasing Bitcoins, while the rest 
blackmail the owners of the exchanges to pay a significant amount of money to stop 
the attack. 
 
5.2 Classification of Responses for the Cyber-Attacks 
We studied the responses taken by the exchanges to overcome these cyber-attacks and 
classified into three types. 
Temporary Suspension: To control the losses due to the cyber-attacks, exchanges 
temporarily suspend their services and resume once the issue is solved. Temporary 
suspension of services will prevent the impact of the cyber-attack. Generally, DDoS 
attacks disrupt the normal operations of the exchange and force them to suspend their 
services for a certain amount of time. 
Code Revision: If the cyber-attack occurs due to the flaws in some new code added, 
exchanges will revert/revise the existing code to a safe state. Bitcoin exchanges will 
lose the new features added during the code revision process. However, it will be able 
to contain the cyber-attack.  
Computer Security Measure (CSM): When the cyber-attack happens due to any 
security flaws on the wallet machine, the users (in the exchange) counter them by 
implementing a computer security measure. Few of these security measures include 
encrypting the wallet keys, installing the antivirus and preventing the unauthorized 
access to the computer. 
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The following picture is a mapping of the responses that exchanges adopted to 
eradicate a different kind of cyber-attacks.  
 
 
Figure 1. Problem à Solution.  
The study of the cyber-attacks is crucial for our research for two reasons. Firstly, 
cyber-attacks diminish the value of Bitcoin, thereby lowering the returns for the 
Bitcoin users. Secondly, exchanges do not clearly disclose the details of the cyber-
attacks to their customers, creating a lack of transparency in the way they operate. We 
will examine these two reasons in detail in the following subsections. 
5.3   Impact of Cyber-Attacks on the Value of Bitcoin  
Whenever a cyber-attack occurs, it not only incurs financial losses to that exchange 
but also diminishes the value of the Bitcoins and makes it very volatile. The reliable 
of Bitcoin as an alternative financial system is at stake due to the cyber-attacks. 
Cyber-attacks are a huge impediment to the growth of Bitcoin. In the year 2014, two 
events diminished the value of Bitcoin to a significant extent. The first major one the 
bankruptcy of the Mt.Gox, the biggest Bitcoin exchange located in Tokyo, Japan. 
Mt.Gox handled 70% of the bitcoin transactions worldwide. Around 850,000 Bitcoins 
were lost, which amounted approximately to $450 million. The cyber-attack on 
Bitfinex exchange incurred huge losses to the exchange and diminished the value of 
the Bitcoin by 23%. The following list shows how some of the cyber-attacks 
diminished the value of Bitcoin. 
Table 1.  Impact of Cyber-attacks on the value of Bitcoin. 
Event Estimated Value 
Reduction  (From-To) 
Percentage 
Reduction 
Mt.Gox Shut Down  $737 - $472 36% 
Bitfinex Attack $656 - $510 23% 
Bitfinex & BTC-e DDoS $3000 - $2571 6% 
Mintpal Attack $634 - $618 2.5% 
Flexicon Attack $661 - $625 5% 
Code Revision 
DDoS 
User 
Errors 
Computer Security 
Measure 
Temporary Shut 
Down 
Code 
Bugs 
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Bitstamp Attack $288 - $265 8% 
 
Though there are several factors that constitute for the fluctuations of the value of 
Bitcoin including the demand for cryptocurrencies and threat from the competitors, 
major fluctuations occur only due to the cyber-attacks and the value of Bitcoin 
plummets.  Exchanges should focus on taking necessary steps to prevent the 
occurrence of the cyber-attack. These cyber-attacks pose an existential threat to 
Bitcoin and the future of Bitcoin depends on the ability of the Bitcoin exchanges to 
prevent the cyber-attacks. 
5.4   Lack of Transparency in disclosing the details of Cyber-attack 
Over the past few years, the hackers targeted several Bitcoin exchanges. The biggest 
attack among them was the Mt.Gox attack, where the exchange lost about 450 million 
dollars. The company just posted a note on their website to the clients saying, 
“decision was taken to close all transactions for the time being” [20]. When the losses 
are huge, exchanges don’t provide any information to their clients and shut down their 
services. The second major attack was on the Bitfinex exchange after which, the value 
of bitcoin plummeted by 23%. Bitfinex remained offline, with its message 
announcing the hack was still visible to users [21]. Recently, Bitfinex and BTC-e 
exchanges became the victims of the Distributed Denial of Service(DDoS) attack. 
Though DDoS attack did not compromise any accounts, the operations of the 
exchanges were suspended temporarily. But, either of the exchanges rejected to make 
a press release about the cyber-attack [22].   
Exchanges sometimes lose their confidence and make very negative statements in 
conveying their clients about the cyber-attack.  Bitcash, a Czech Reinvestors 
exchange openly acknowledged that their server has been hacked, compromised 4000 
wallets of its clients. But, the company also used strong negative words to describe 
the situation by saying, “Unfortunately, the nightmare became a reality” [23]. Using 
such statements would diminish the trust and confidence of the investors on Bitcoin. 
Exchanges rarely disclose the details of the cyber-attacks to their customers. Many 
exchanges disclosed the occurrence of a cyber-attack after a long time. Cyber-attacks 
harm the reputation of the Bitcoin exchanges. When the cyber-attacks incur huge 
monetary losses, exchanges make a press release with a very vague description of the 
event without providing any details on how the cyber-attack occurred and how many 
bitcoins were lost. Such sort of irresponsible behavior of the exchanges creates more 
distrust among the investors on Bitcoin. Cyber-attacks incur both tangible losses 
(monetary) and intangible losses (trust and reliability). Tangible losses are difficult to 
control unless the cyber-attacks are prevented. But, intangible losses can be controlled 
by the way the Bitcoin exchanges handle the cyber-attacks. It is very important for the 
Bitcoin exchanges to control the intangible losses incurred due to the cyber-attack 
because these have a stronger impact on the future of the Bitcoin than the actual 
monetary losses. 
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5.5   Transaction fee for the Service of the Exchanges 
Bitcoin exchanges charge their customers with a wide variety of transaction fees. All 
the payments to the exchanges are charged depending on the method of payment. 
Usually, wire transfers are charged less compared to through other payment methods. 
They charge for buying, selling, withdrawing and maintaining the Bitcoin wallet of 
their customers. The transaction fees vary depending on the exchange. Many Chinese 
Bitcoin exchanges charge a fixed transaction fee of 0.2% [24].  
Over a period, the increase in the volume of the Bitcoin transactions resulted in a 
sharp increase in the Bitcoin transaction fees. Since March 2015 the Bitcoin 
transaction fees are up by 1289% as the volume of Bitcoin transactions increased 
drastically. In 2017, the volume of the bitcoin transactions increased by 55% 
compared to the year 2016 and increased by 173% compared to the year 2015. The 
rapid increase in the number of Bitcoin transactions resulted in a two-tier Bitcoin 
transaction processing system where the miners give high priority to the transactions 
with high transaction fee and low priority to the transactions with low transaction fee 
[25].  
The transaction fee for trading Bitcoins is going to increase in the future.  
Successful miners are rewards with Bitcoins through an incentive mechanism.  This is 
how new Bitcoins are added to the Bitcoin system. But, the incentive mechanism 
reduces the reward by half in every four years. In the initial four years, Bitcoin miners 
used to get 50 Bitcoins for mining. Later, they have rewarded 25 Bitcoins and 
currently, they are rewarding 12.5 Bitcoins for finding the next legal block. In the 
future, the incentive mechanism is not going to reward the miners with any Bitcoins 
and in which case, miners are going to be rewarded through the transaction fee from 
the customers of Bitcoin. Hence, the average transaction fee for trading Bitcoins is 
most likely to increase in the future. 
6   Discussion 
By using the framing theory, we explained how Bitcoin is a social movement in the 
financial industry. Our research findings clearly indicate that Bitcoin is failing to be 
an alternative solution for the traditional financial system. The value fluctuations of 
Bitcoin due to cyber-attacks, lack of transparency in reporting the details of cyber-
attacks by the exchanges, and high transaction fees charged on the Bitcoin customers, 
constitute the downfall of Bitcoin as a social movement.  
When social movements do not deliver what they promised, they fail. One example 
of a failed social movement was Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which 
emerged in the United States in the early 1960s, with the liberal ideologies of young 
Americans at that time. Their manifesto advocated nonviolent civil disobedience as a 
tool to bring participatory democracy among the student youth.  SDS grew rapidly 
during the mid-1960’s because of their initial success, but their rapid expansion led to 
their collapse. SDS became very militant on the issues related to Vietnam War, used 
tactics like the occupation of university and college administration buildings on 
campuses across the country. SDS broke down into several factions and some of them 
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adopted terrorist tactics in their operations [26]. In 1969, SDS was dissolved due to 
increased factionalism within their own ranks [27]. 
Like Students for a Democratic Society, Bitcoin is struggling to handle their huge 
success. Because of its high transparency, low transaction fee, and high returns, it 
attracted many investors from across the world. As the Bitcoin market rapidly 
expanded, the value of Bitcoin increased and it became a target for several cyber-
criminals. Exchanges failed to protect their customer’s wallets from these cyber-
attacks and Bitcoins worth of several millions of dollars were lost during these cyber-
attacks. These cyber-attacks diminished the value of Bitcoin and created transparency 
issues between the exchanges and their customers. Despite the huge demand for 
Bitcoin today, these cyber-attacks pose a threat to Bitcoin as a social movement. 
7   Practical Implications 
The key problem for Bitcoin to sustain as a social movement is the lack of a well-
structured social movement organization to support it. As discussed earlier, social 
movement organizations are formal structures with rules, authority and a clear line of 
communication, which help in stabilizing the social movement for a long time. Being 
a decentralized system, Bitcoin community does not have a proper social movement 
organization. Being a decentralized system, it lacks a formal structure, rules and a line 
of communication.  There is no proper communication between the Bitcoin 
community and exchanges.  There is absolutely no coordination among the Bitcoin 
exchanges. We recommend building a structure, formulate a set of rules and create a 
line of communication in the Bitcoin community to resolve the issues. 
We made some recommendations to the Bitcoin community to resolve the each of 
the issues discussed in our research findings.  
 
1. We recommend the Bitcoin community to formulate security policies for the 
exchanges to prevent the cyber-attacks and control the value fluctuations of 
Bitcoin. Bitcoin community should not allow the exchanges to operate unless 
they follow these basic security policies. We also recommend the Bitcoin 
community to develop a knowledge-sharing platform, which allows the Bitcoin 
exchanges to communicate information about the latest cyber-attacks and help 
each other to defend themselves for the cyber-criminals. 
2. In case of a cyber-attack, exchanges need to communicate clearly the nature of 
the attack and the amount of money lost during the cyber-attack. Exchanges need 
to explain the reason for the security breach and the recovery steps they have 
taken to prevent such attacks from reoccurring in the future. Bitcoin community 
needs to formulate policies on the information that the exchanges need to 
communicate to their customers in case of a cyber-attack. 
3. We recommend the Bitcoin community to monitor and control the transaction fee 
charged by various exchanges for various kinds of transactions. We also suggest 
them to move from Proof of Work (PoW) consensus mechanism to Proof of 
Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. Since, there is no requirement to solve a 
computation puzzle in Proof of Stake (PoS), the time required to find the next 
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valid block reduces significantly. Hence, it increases the transaction speed, which 
will reduce the congestion and the reduces the transaction cost. Secondly, Proof 
of Work (PoW) is a very cost-effective mechanism as it reduces the electricity 
and computational power for the mining. If Bitcoin contains with Proof of Work 
(PoW) consensus mechanism, it is estimated that the electricity consumption of 
Bitcoin computer network will be equal to the electricity consumption of 
Denmark [28]. 
8   Theoretical Contribution 
Our research findings suggest that cyber-attacks can alter the framing effect of the 
Bitcoin Users, Exchanges and media on Bitcoin to the investors. We applied the 
framing theory to a digital cryptocurrency system like Bitcoin. When applying the 
framing theory to an application on the digital platform, there would be events like 
cyber-attacks that can hamper the framing effect of the system. Hence, our research 
findings will provide a new outlook on framing theory for applications on the digital 
platform. 
Secondly, our paper makes a novel contribution to the extant literature on cyber-
attacks related to cryptocurrencies. Our study classified the cyber-attacks on Bitcoin 
exchanges and suggested response action taken for each type of the cyber-attack.  Our 
results will serve as a taxonomy for the research related to the cyber-attacks on 
cryptocurrencies.  
9   Conclusion 
In our research, we examined and discussed various kinds of cyber-attacks on Bitcoin 
and the responses that the Bitcoin exchanges have taken to overcome these cyber-
attacks. We explained how cyber-attacks diminish the value of Bitcoin and pose a 
serious threat to its existence. We recommend the Bitcoin community to design 
security policies for all the exchanges to implement and develop a platform for them 
to share their knowledge about the cyber-attacks with each other. When the cyber-
attacks incur huge losses, exchanges do tend to make a very vague statement, hiding 
the details of the attack. In some cases, they make very discouraging statements to 
their customers. By using such sort of a rhetoric, exchanges lose their reputation and 
trust among their customers. Exchanges should disclose complete details of the cyber-
attacks and inform the response that they implemented to recover from the attack. 
Exchanges should ensure their customers that such kind of attacks would not reoccur. 
Finally, we recommend the Bitcoin community to monitor the transaction fee 
collected by the exchanges from their customers, implement the required changes to 
increase the transaction processing speed and rethink on the incentive mechanism to 
lower the transaction fee in the future. 
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Appendix 
Event Vulnerabili
ties 
Response Date/ 
Loss 
Att
ack 
Type 
Response 
Type 
Recov
ery 
 
Bitcash.cz 
There are 
errors in the 
code written on 
the Web 
Interface 
Users are 
informed 
about the 
phishing 
attack 
 
Novem
ber, 2014/ 
$10000
0 
 
User 
Errors 
 
 
CSM 
Excha
nge 
recovered 
from the 
attack and 
they are 
still 
active 
 
MyBitCoin 
The code 
written for the 
shopping cart 
Interface 
compromised 
Exchange 
closed its 
services 
 
July, 
2011 
Code 
Bug 
 
Shut 
Down 
 
 
Bitomat 
Wallet.dat 
file got erased 
by Amazon 
Web Services 
(AWS) 
They are 
running up 
again with 
fresh 
wallet.dat file 
 
August, 
2011 
 
User 
Errors 
 
Tempor
ary 
Suspension 
 
Bitom
at was 
acquired 
by 
Mt.Gox 
 
Just-Dice 
Owner 
failed to update 
the user’s 
account after 
the withdrawal 
 
Make 
Improvements 
to better 
manage the 
services 
 
July, 
2013 
(1300 
Bitcoins) 
 
User 
Errors 
 
Tempor
ary 
Suspension 
 
The 
company 
recovered 
and back 
in service 
 
Bitfinex 
DDoS 
Attack occurred 
when the price 
was high 
 
Identified 
and block the 
attack within 
an hour  
 
 
Feb, 2017 
 
 
DDoS 
Attack 
 
  
Securi
ty 
measures 
were 
taken. 
 
 
Event Vulnerabili
ties 
Respons
e 
Date/ 
Loss 
At
tack 
Type 
Response 
Type 
Recove
ry 
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Bitfinex 
Bitfinex 
created multiple 
keys to access 1 
wallet for 
additional 
security through 
BitGo. BitGo 
server was 
breached 
 
Bitfinex 
rolled-out 
the multiple 
signature 
policies 
 
 
 
$72 
(million) 
 
 
Co
de 
Bugs 
 
 
 
Code 
Revision 
 
The 
company 
was able to 
recover 
from the 
attack and 
is still 
active 
 
 
Mt. Gox 
 
Money is stolen 
from bitcoin 
wallet. (internal 
attack) 
The CEO of 
Mt. Gox 
was 
arrested. 
The 
company 
declared 
bankruptcy 
 
March, 
2014/ 
$450 
(million) 
 
User 
Errors 
 
 
Shut Down 
 
 
 
Allinvain 
 
Trojan Attack 
happened on a 
Windows 
Machine 
Make sure 
bitcoin 
Wallet is 
running on 
an OS free 
from virus 
& other 
malware. 
 
 
June, 2011/ 
$500,000 
 
 
User 
Errors 
 
 
CSM 
 
The user is 
no longer 
active on 
bitcoin 
 
 
Mt. Gox 
(first attack) 
 
 
 
BitCoin Wallet 
of an account 
Compromised 
The hacker 
did not 
profit from 
the attack 
because he 
could not 
cash more 
than $1000 
a day (limit 
on money 
withdrawal) 
  
 
 
User 
Errors 
 
 
 
CSM 
 
The user 
lost the 
money. 
But, 
Mt.Gox 
continued 
its 
operations 
 
Mintpal 
Hacker was 
able to inject a 
withdrawal 
request 
Exchang
e suspended 
and 
announced a 
hard fork 
for 
transaction 
reversal 
 
July,201
4/$2 million 
 
Co
de bug 
 
Temporary 
Suspension 
Exchan
ge repaid 
the 
customers 
who lost the 
money 
Bitcoinica Sysadmin 
process was 
outsourced and 
the partners 
cheated 
 
Exchang
e closed its 
operations 
 
April 2012/ 
$40,000 
 
Code 
Bu
gs 
 
Shut Down 
 
BitFloor Accessing 
the unencrypted 
backup of the 
Wallet 
Shutting 
down the 
operations 
and 
Septemb
er 2012/ 
$249,60
0 
 
User 
Err
ors 
 
Shut Down 
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company 
closed 
Inputs.io  Email 
accounts of the 
account holders 
got 
compromised 
Don’t 
connect the 
wallet 
computer to 
the internet 
November 
2013/$1 
(million) 
 
User 
Err
ors 
    
 
  Shut 
Down 
 
BIPS Distributed 
Denial of 
Service Attack 
Users 
are asked to 
move other 
wallet 
services. 
Company 
closed the 
wallet 
services 
 
November 
2013/     $1 
(million) 
 
DDoS 
Att
ack 
           
 
Temporary 
Suspension 
 
 
Compan
y resumed 
its services 
normally 
CoinTerr
a 
Phishing 
attack through 
email 
Stopped 
taking 
payment 
using 
BitCoins 
January 
2014 
User 
Err
ors 
 
CSM 
 
The 
company 
later filed 
bankruptcy 
Instawall
et 
(Dual 
Cyber-
attacks) 
Hackers 
gained access to 
the database of 
Instawallet 
website 
Instawal
let service 
was 
suspended 
indefinitely 
April, 
2013/ 
Reduction 
in Bitcoin 
 
Co
de 
Bugs 
 
 
Shut Down 
 
Flexcoin Their code 
failed to 
implement 
concurrency on 
the distributed 
system 
 
Flexcoin 
closed its 
transactions 
March 
2014/ 
$500000 
 
Code 
Bu
gs 
 
Shut Down 
 
Brain 
Wallet 
They used 
passphrases 
instead of 64 bit 
private key 
 
Brain 
Wallet 
closed its 
transactions 
6 years/ 
103,000 
 
Code 
Bu
gs 
    
Shut Down 
 
Bitstamp Phishing 
attack 
Exchang
e assessed 
and 
mitigated 
the damage 
through 
Incident 
Response 
Team 
Decemb
er, 2014/ 5 
million 
User 
Err
ors 
 
 
CSM 
The 
company 
used it as a 
learning 
experience 
Cryptoru
sh 
Exchan
ge failed 
The 
company 
April, 2014 User Errors 
Shutdown  
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to update a 
fork 
closed the 
exchange 
and restart 
it from 
scratch. 
Bitfinex,B
TC-e 
Attack
ers 
lunched a 
DDoS 
Attack on 
both the 
exchanges 
Both of  
the 
exchanges 
temporaril
y 
suspended 
their 
operations 
June, 2017 DDoS Temporary 
Suspensio
n 
 
BitQuick Server 
breached 
Bit 
Quick 
closed 
their 
services 
for 2 
weeks 
March, 
2016 
 
 
Temporary 
Suspensio
n 
The 
compan
y was 
later 
sold 
 
 
